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The Leading Provider of Board Intelligence Solutions

Board Succession Planning and Placement 
Equilar BoardEdgeTM

Equilar BoardEdge provides structure and transparency to your succession planning process. With 
BoardEdge, you can quickly and objectively benchmark the composition of your board against your 
peers, discover the right candidates for your succession planning needs, and connect with individuals 
using your executive and board network. Broaden your search using the Equilar Diversity Network and 
find board-ready candidates from leading ethnic and gender diversity organizations.

$

Executive and Board Compensation 
Equilar TrueViewTM

Equilar benchmarking solutions provide unlimited access to the most comprehensive executive and board 
compensation database available. Equilar TrueView seamlessly integrates high quality, verifiable Top 5 proxy 
data with the Equilar Top 25 Survey to provide a single, reliable data source unrivaled in the marketplace. 

Executive Count Median Compensation

TrueView Example

Our Chief Information Officer Top 5 report within the software sector 
shows a median total compensation of $938,000 with only 6 data 
points.  In combination with the Top 25 Survey, the TrueView blended 
result shows a median total compensation of approximately $715,400 
using a set of 18 data points.  The opportunity cost to the 
organization in this example of not using TrueView is over $222,000.
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Shareholder Engagement 
Equilar Pay for Performance

Publicly traded companies and top institutional investors rely on the Equilar Pay for Performance analysis to 
assess and measure alignment. Equilar Shareholder Engagement solutions assist companies with powerful 
tools to measure, plan and manage how pay strategies are viewed by government entities, institutional 
investors and the public. 

Education and Events 
Equilar events provide invaluable insights on executive compensation and board governance, as well as 
unique opportunities to network with other senior-level executives and board members from leading public 
companies. Coupled with these events, exclusive Equilar thought leadership—including data-driven research 
reports, webinars and the award-winning C-Suite magazine—provides indispensable resources to stay on top 
of the critical trends and considerations facing your executives and board members. 

Executive Incentive Plans: 
How Leading Companies Pay for Performance

Featuring Commentary from:

About Equilar
Equilar is the leading provider of board intelligence solutions. Companies of all sizes rely on Equilar for their 
most important boardroom decisions, including 70% of the Fortune 500 and institutional investors representing 
over $13 trillion in assets. Equilar offers data-driven solutions for board recruiting, executive compensation 
and shareholder engagement that bring together business leaders, institutional investors and advisors to drive 
exceptional results while ensuring sound corporate governance. The Equilar suite of solutions includes industry-
leading board education symposiums, comprehensive custom research services and award-winning thought 
leadership. Founded in 2000, Equilar is cited regularly by Associated Press, Bloomberg, CNBC, The New York Times, 
The Wall Street Journal and other leading media outlets.
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